
There are four ways the Vitals360Ⓡ helps reduce medical costs and drive 

value-based revenue. 

• Vitals360Ⓡ supports better care of chronic illness while helping 

physicians earn quality bonuses. As an example, high blood pressure is 
seldom a reason for a potentially preventable ER visit or hospitalization. 
However, uncontrolled blood pressure over a long period of time 
increases costs by being a factor in the development of strokes, heart 
attacks, peripheral vascular disease, and kidney failure. Controlling 
blood pressure should be a goal for all patients. Doing so will have long-
term benefits but it will not reduce medical costs in the short term. 
Achieving blood pressure control requires regular follow-up that can be 
delivered via in-person or telehealth visits. Telehealth is more 
convenient for many patients resulting in better compliance and is part 

of the VoCare Vitals360Ⓡ solution. 

 

• Vitals360Ⓡ enables early detection of worsening of chronic illness and 

provides telehealth to help avoid ER visits and hospital stays. 
Essentially the trade-off is a $90 telehealth visit versus a $14,000 
hospital stay. Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a chronic illness that is 
responsible for potentially avoidable hospitalizations. RPM for CHF 
should include daily measures of pulse, weight, oxygen, EKG, 
and respiratory rate. Any of these measures could identify CHF that is 
worsening and might lead to hospitalization. Telehealth then allows you 
to intervene and make adjustments, thus avoiding an ER visit or hospital 
stay. 
 

• Vitals360Ⓡ allows physicians to safely care for acute conditions at 

home by using remote monitoring and telehealth. Many patients are 
hospitalized due to the anxiety physicians feel about caring for them at 
home. A patient with community-acquired pneumonia may be safely 
cared for at home by monitoring their oxygen level, pulse, respiratory 
rate, and temperature. Knowing these are heading in the right direction 
is reassuring to physicians and makes them more comfortable sending 
these patients home. For every patient you care for at home the savings 
will typically be $10,000 or more. 
 

• Vitals360Ⓡ supports documentation of illness burden which leads to 

higher monthly payments from Medicare in the Medicare Advantage 
program. The way this works is you start with the location and 
demographic factors which you add to the illness factors and then 



multiply that times the base rate. So, say a patient who has no 
documented chronic illnesses has a demographic adjustment of 1.0 and 
the insurance company monthly payment from Medicare is $1,000. The 
physician does a telehealth visit and notes that the patient has stable 
angina (RAF 0.14), an amputated toe (RAF 0.55), and a gangrenous 
ulcer (RAF 1.4). The total RAF is 2.09. The monthly payment is a base 
rate of $1,000 times the demographic adjustment + the RAF or 3.09 
times $1,000 or $3,090. The annual increase in revenue from Medicare 
for this one patient is $25,080. Illness burden documentation is the 
single largest contributor to being successful in Medicare risk and it can 
occur via telehealth with two-way video. 

 


